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JLab Prototype Tests 
 
 

 Spectrosil 2000 fused silica  

 Dimensions 100cm x 2.5cm x 12.5 cm – or 20% RL 

 XP4572B 5” pmt’s, lime glass windows, 300 nm cutoff  

 

 



Photocathode Coverage 
 

 The quartz bar was glued directly to the PMT.  

 About 15% of the bar area is not covered by 
photocathode. 



Conditions of Beam Test 
in SOS Detector Hut  

 Inserted between S2X 
and S2Y hodoscopes 

 Tracking by WC’s 
 1 mm Carbon target 
 1 and 1.5 GeV/c P0 
 pi- and e- beam  
 80 cm of 100cm length 

illuminated by beam  
 Two tilt angles: normal 

and 5 degrees 
  

 
 



Single PE Calibration 

 Couldn’t do calibration reliably with beam on: 
i. single PE resolution of XP4572B is poor 

ii. mean PE number was too high (~15) 

 Used beam off, random trigger, and tube noise 



Detector Performance 
 

 Figure: Photoelectron number versus angle.  

 Alignment to a few degrees is needed to 
reproduce linear dependence from simulations.  

 



Detector Performance:  
Pions versus Electrons 

 
 As expected at these momenta, pi- and e- give similar response. 

 Closer examination reveals the electron response is somewhat 
larger and broader due to showering. 



Total PE Number  

 Yield is ~29 pe’s (pi-) 

 Mismatch between 
bar and photocathode 
may have cost us 
20% of our pe’s 

 Corrected value for 
comparison to e- 
simulations ~38 



Summary: Simulation vs Tests 

 Assuming either no bevel or  bevel< 0.5 mm 
and polished, we can expect about 40 pe’s.  

 Our final lightguide configuration may drop this 
further (need to prototype).  



Design Updates 
 

 



Division of Responsibilities 
 



Rad-Hardness Specification 
 



Linearity Specification 
 

 I have written a draft internal report examining the 
detector chain linearity requirement.  

 Assuming our proposed 100 ppb charge asymmetry, our 
linearity requirement is not stringent (1E-3) provided we 
constrain the helicity dependence of the variance of the 
beam intensity.  



Preliminary Quartz Specifications 

 Taking into account most recent LaTech simulations and prototype tests (size of detector in latest 
Brichall sensitivity simulations unclear):  
 Size: 200 cm x 15 cm x 2 cm  (a little thinner than prototype to cut down cost and shower noise)  
 Standard optical or plate glass finish 
 No bevels with a TBD chip specification, or bevels < 0.5 mm and polished. 
 Material: Spectrosil 2000 (vitreous quartz)  

 

 Beam envelope has been stable for a while, but mini-torus perturbations being worked out:  
  When mini-torus changes have stabilized, the sensitivity simulations need to be repeated, we’ll freeze the 

dimensions, and begin procurement.  

 Procurement should begin within 6 months to avoid delays.  



Bar Rotation Angle: 
a problem that doesn’t exist 

 
 

  

 The naïve 2-D picture above suggested that rays tilted more than a 
few degrees would produce no light in the unfavored PMT. 

  However, 3-D LaTech simulations clearly show ALL hits are double-
ended. These simulations reproduce our prototype data.  

 Bar will probably be oriented perpendicular to local electron beam. 

 

 



Lightguide Concept 
 

 We need to attach PMT to the quartz in a way that fits and collects 
most of the available pe’s while introducing minimal Q^2 bias. An 
“end on” option won’t fit.  

 In the “side on” option, efficient light collection will require good 
matching of the LG-glue-window indices of refraction.  

 It will be important to prototype this. 

 



Photomultiplier Base 
 

 Assuming an off-the-shelf PMT, optimal 
linearity at gain = 1000 requires we hard-
wire the 5th(?) dynode as an anode. 

 For pulse mode, an additional gain of 
x100-1000 is needed. 
 could be easily done with a 2nd set of bases 

which use all the dynodes, or  

 could possibly be done with a state-of-the-art 
fast amp 

 

 



Summary  
 

 
 Prototype tests:  

 Good agreement between LaTech simulations and JLab and LANL tests.  
 We have plenty of pe’s and can simulate the final detector geometry 

with confidence.  

 Design Update:  
 TRIUMF and JLab have clearly delineated responsibilities on detector; 

FastBus data acquisition needs manpower assignment.  
 New rad-hardness and linearity requirements look reasonable. 
 Quartz dimensions stabilizing but awaiting mini-torus mods.  
 Quartz procurement needs to start FY05.  
 Lightguide concept needs some more thought/simulations, then 

prototype must be manufactured and tested.  
 PMT window choice needs more thought.  
 Two bases need to be designed and prototyped (one CW, one pulsed). 

 
 
 

 
 


